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         The decentralized and self-governing next generation blockchain technology, repre-

sented by EOS, has become increasingly eye-catching and triggered many discussion 

from different aspects. As of the beginning of 2017, blockchain / digital assets have 

attracted 20 million users across the globe, compared with merely 2 million 4 years ago. 

We are confident that, by 2020, this figure will reach or exceed 200 million, and skyrocket-

ed to 1 billion around 2025.

         But, despite of such big amount of digital asset holder, majority of the usage scenario 

is still focusing on investing that the currencies are being kept and exchanged on the 

major cryptocurrency exchanges. There are still very handful of consumption behavior on 

going such as retail, e-commerce, trading, etc... using the digital assets.

1 Market Pain Points and Demands
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         General public often step back at the sight of cryptocurrency. This should be ascribed 

to inadequate use cases available, too complicated public/private key certification, 

potential risks in huge wealth loss due to unexpected loss of key and stereotype.

         To overcome this, the SoPay team has worked out a cryptocurrency payment solu-

tion based on blockchain technology, that is as simple and secure as Alipay. This makes it 

possible for the public (including consumers and merchants) to spend, invest and partake 

in cryptocurrency in a quick and safe way.

Cryptocurrency Confined to a Very Few Professionals1.1

         Online content providers (CP), such as game publishers, invested rapidly in R&D 

trying to implement the blockchain technology into their product and service. Most of the 

projects are reinventing the wheel as they are redundant with the blockchain infrastruc-

ture, they eventually realize that its a failure and no significant benefits bringing in new 

users.

Content Providers ‒ Require Rapid Development But Lack
 of Users

1.2

         The SoPay team is committed to developing an efficient, private and user-friendly 

cryptocurrency payment solution. Even under resource constrained circumstances such 

as on mobile phone, SoPay is still accessible by users who are incapable to store their 

private key and ensure that the digital asset is always under their control instead of being 

transferred to the third-party payment provider.
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         Proof of Work (PoW) used in earlier days has turned out to be outdated, inefficient 

and costly. Ethereum is working hard to shift from PoW to Casper (PoS), while EOS goes 

resolutely to DPoS (Delegated Proof of Stake).

         SO public chain adopting DPoB, an improved consensus structure based on EOS 

DPoS. By doing so, payment transaction can be affirmed within a twinkles by the hybrid 

of MobileNode in mobile phone and only a fraction of FullNode calculating power. With-

out doubt, it works as safe as credit cards.

Environmental Impact ‒ Massive Energy Consumption in Mining1.3

         As centralized mining pools began to dominate the chain, there are almost impossi-

ble for individual to be able to share the wealth within the community.

         SoPay working on various approaches so that our SOP token holders and active 

contributors receive fair amount of equality and freedom. Few of those approaches are 

including becoming witness while creating blocks through mobile phone, token holder 

(including merchants and consumers) to vote among community, incentive transparency, 

etc...

Community fairness ‒ The Centralized Mining Pools Dominated 
Most of The Transactions

1.4

         However, SoPay acts differently. Its payment integration team and the content pro-

viders have been working on several projects for years, giving birth to the SoAPI. The 

SoAPI provide streamlined and abstract layer design architecture. Any Online CPs, who 

have experience working with generic payment API, will be able to integrate their apps 

with SoAPI within a week with no need to develop complex dAPP.
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2 What is SoPay?

         SoPay is designed to offer easier and better user experience to enable cryptocurrency 

for consumer use cases. By downloading and installing the SoPay APP, enter 4-digit PIN 

code, users can send/receive payment to/from others via phone number or user ID. Each 

and every transaction is completed within seconds. Payment received can be spent 

immediately. Because the SoPay APP is build on the decentralized architecture, neither of 

the merchant service provider or third party is able to collect users’ information (for 

instance, account balance, transaction history, loan/payment address, etc...). In any case 

of reinstalling OS or switching phone, as long as users is able to receive 4-digit PIN code 

via the registered phone number, they will be able reclaim the secure access to their 

assets, and payment is available in all APPs and networks.

         The SoPay solution includes: SoAPI, SoChain, SoLightning Networks, SoX and SoPay 

APP.

SoPay, A Cryptocurrency Payment Solution Like Alipay2.1

         The answer is somewhat Yes and No. SoChain, the underplaying technology for 

SoPay, is decentralized. This is to ensure the all digital assets handling through SoPay are 

fully owned by the SoPay users. 

         As for SoPay-based services, such as online CPs (merchants of offline business and 

E-business) are centralized, it is only the digital asset that being transferred that is based 

on SoChain, will be decentralized on public chain.

Is SoPay Decentralized or Not?2.2



3 System Architecture and Technology
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         Like Alipay, SoPay provide users with easy access to account and wallet registration. 

With 6-digit password, it is able to conduct OTC top-up, transfer and withdraw as safe as 

transaction with credit cards.

SoPay APP ‒ Alipay APP3.1
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         SoPay APP UI Preview:

OTC Top Up (in fiat money)

OTC Top Up (in fiat money)

Phone Number +
 PIN Login/Register Payment Password



         More information about SoPay APP 

will be further disclosed. Please contact 

your PE manager or founder Mr. Kyle Lee 

for pilot test.
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         Like Alipay, SoPay provides merchants and CPs with SoAPI and SDK, hiding all the 

complexity and extra development works needed. So that to empower the merchants 

and CPs to support the cryptocurrency payment very quickly without heavy technology 

investment, leaving them to keep focus on their strength. Furthermore, to help driving 

new users group (the digital asset holders) to our merchant partners. 

1) Conventional Offline Merchants

         Merchants get fiat money (with real-time digital-fiat conversion rate) immediately 

when consumers scan QR Code with SoPay, similarly to Alipay experience.

2) Online CPs

         Online CPs (e.g. games and entertainment)

         a) Integration SoAPI into the application takes about 6 days, if the CP have experi-

ence working with Alipay’s payment SDK.

         b) RESTful API is compatible with various application including H5, APP, Web�

         c) Virtual digital assets can be trade on SoMall in future.

3) E-Commerce

         a) Listing and open e-commerce store on SoMall.

         b) Sell with either fiat or digital currency as option in addition to Visa or PayPal.

SoAPI - Simplify the Cryptocurrency Payment Process3.2

         Key Features:

         1) Millions of TPS on SoChain that is optimized based on EOS

         2) Enhanced DPoB (Delegated Proof of Belief) consensus mechanism

SoChain ‒ An Optimized EOS-based Public Chain3.3
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         3) Support other digital assets besides cryptocurrency transaction such as member-

ship points, digital credits. SoPay can help merchants or CPs to tokenize their existing 

membership and liquidize them.

         SoChain is designed to provide SoPay users to have full ownership affirmation of 

their digital assets, yet able to do quicker, easier, and safe transaction while privacy to be 

protected. Technically, SoChain have improved based on the world-leading EOS and its 

DPoS (Delegated Proof of Stake), a third generation consensus mechanism, to produces 

the new DPoB (Delegated Proof of Belief) mechanism. In future, the SoPay team will open 

source the optimized codes on to Github for the community. The following chapters will 

have more detail about DPoB.

         SoPay is dedicated to handle transactions in the order of much larger scale than than 

Ethereum. SoChain adopts the next generation consensus mechanism, DPoB (Delegated 

Proof of Belief). It is capable to handle transactions up to 50,000 ‒ 1 million/second under 

stretch test conditions. Plus, SoChain will implement the parallel processing technology 

to further drive to millions transactions per second.

         Thanks to DPoB, SoChain is able to provide complete set of essential features, like 

setting up account, establish virtual assets, asset transfer, ownership affirmation, pledge, 

transaction and witness, and achieve decentralized autonomy.

         DPoB (Delegated Proof of Belief) consensus is the core innovation beneath the SoPay 

public blockchain. Details and framework architecture will not be further disclosed until 

right timing in future. We are committed to the innovation-oriented transaction and 

consensus-based incentives.

         We have deep understanding of several consensus structure available today and here 

are them at a glance, that explained why we are so confident that we are working on the 

future of the blockchain technology.
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H(B)≤m

H(H(Bprev),A,t)≤balance(A)m

         1) PoW mandated an insertion of a nonce into a block “B” before the block “B” being 

submitted throughout every node. So that:

         From the above formula, H represents a hash function, m is a target value which is 

determined via a target calculation function (this function takes into account the rate of 

growth of the blockchain and reflects the size of the set of miners that participate in the 

protocol). A qualified nonce cannot be acquired until exhaustion of nonce is completed. 

By adjusting H and m, it is able to control nodes in the network and expectation of time 

window for each block submission.

         As the time require to seek the qualified nonce is a variable in PoW, hence, a decen-

tralized timing series is constructed and simultaneously it resolved the multi-notes 

decentralized decision making process. As result, the entire network will accept the node 

that found the qualified nonce for data submission.

         2) Under PoW mechanism, massive energy consumption and time is require to find 

the qualified nonce. On the other hand, PoS (Proof of Stake) gave up the nonce exhaus-

tion process and turns to a faster algorithm:

         H is a Hash function, and t as UTC timestamp. Bprev refers to the previous block, 

balance (A) the balance of account A, and m is a target value. At the left side of the equa-

tion, t is the only parameter that can be constantly adjusted, while at the right, m is a fixed 

constant. When balance(A) goes up, it is more likely to find a reasonable t. The t scope is 

confined in a case that the timestamp attemptable cannot be more than 1 hour from the 

default. That said, a node has 7,200 attempts to find a qualified t. Otherwise, give up. 
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Hence, in PoS, given same amount of computing power, the more credit an account 

holds, the easier it is to discover a next block.

         3) DPoS (Delegated Proof of Stake) is the optimization of PoS. In both PoW and PoS, 

the discounted efficiency lies in the fact that any newly-added Block needs verifying by all 

nodes across the network. While in DPoS solution, per different strategy being set, a 

minimal set of nodes is picked at certain interval, which will be used to create, verify, sign 

and oversee new blocks. In this way, time and cost consumption is significantly cut for 

blocks creation and verification.

         4) DPoB (Delegated Proof of Belief) refers to the optimized consensus mechanism 

based on DPoS (Delegated Proof of Stake), that employs the hierarchical representative 

voting and anti-spam mechanism. It helps greatly speed up the transaction confirmation, 

guarantee the same weighting of vote by the general public in the community and finan-

cial magnates, and prevent from cheating with the help of financial rewards/penalties.

         Existing distributed consensus mechanisms for cryptocurrencies must accomplish 

three distinct but related tasks: First, a mechanism must provide for determining the 

validity of a transaction. This is accomplished by using digital signatures and thus does 

not vary across cryptocurrencies in ways relevant here. Second, a mechanism must pro-

vide a convention for determining whether the record of all transactions (the block chain) 

is in fact the authoritative one. The central problem that a cryptocurrency must address is 

the danger of double-spends, and so this mechanism must ensure that this record is 

sufficiently comprehensive. Third, a mechanism must provide a convention for determin-

ing whether a proposed additional block of transactions should be added to the block 

chain.
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         The proof-of-work approach accomplishes the last of these tasks by awarding new 

currency to the first to solve a puzzle. The puzzle is to generate a new block, consisting of 

valid new transactions, an arbitrary nonce, and a link to the previous block, in a way that 

produces a sufficiently low hash score. A miner must try an enormous number of nonce 

values and transaction permutations to solve the puzzle correctly. This leads directly to 

the mechanism for determining which of two alleged block chains is authoritative: The 

authoritative block chain is the one that required more work (generally, but not necessari-

ly, the longest block chain).

         Proof-of-stake approaches vary in their precise implementation, but the general idea 

is similar. A valid block in some versions is a block generated by a user whose “turn” it is 

to mine new currency; thus, each user has an incentive to participate in the mining pro-

cess, but need not solve difficult problems. In other versions, a valid block is a block 

consisting of transactions with sufficient “coin age,” which is proportional time since they 

were last spent. In such a system, the valid block chain is the one that uses the greatest 

coin age.

         As in SoChain, let us take the challenges in the reverse order, addressing first the 

question of how to determine which block chain is authoritative among multiple compet-

ing block chains. This can be determined by allowing decisions on the block chain as to 

whether any particular block is a valid block that should be on the block chain. This is 

simply a binary version of the formal tacit coordination game, and any player can initiate 

a decision making process to approve of a particular block as authoritative. If otherwise 

there would be insufficient incentives to initiate this decision making process, rewards 

could be proposed for those who successfully initiated designations of blocks as valid.



Side Chain Structure
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         That allows a measure of proof of belief in a particular block and in a particular block 

chain. The phrase follows from the recognition that any payment made in a formal tacit 

coordination game represents a bonded signal that the participant making it believes 

that others will agree with the participant’s recommended decision. The measure of 

proof of belief in a particular block is the difference between payments made in support 

of a block’s authenticity and payments made in opposition to a block’s authenticity. The 

measure of proof of belief in a valid block chain (that is, one in which the hash for each 

block refers to the previous block) is the sum of the proofs of belief for each block. Note 

that a block currently viewed as invalid could still be part of the authoritative block chain; 

such a situation could endure in the long term as an indication that validation of a partic-

ular block was a mistake but that the mistake is too far in the past to correct.

         By implementing the delegated proof of belief, it leaves room for future SoChain 

scalability using “Sharding” technology.

SoChain ‒ Symmetric Side Chain3.4

         SoChain also target to work well as the side chain to the others’ main chain to speed 

up transaction, strengthen security and privacy protection.
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         SoChain improves features of symmetric side chain as follows:

         1) Two-way peg to map the main chain assets to the side chain for transaction;

         2) Smart contracts compatible with EVM;

         3) Support to tokenize the digital assets between the real-virtual world;

         4) Enhanced security and privacy. The main chain serves only for asset transfer and 

ownership affirmation, while the side chain completes fast transaction and protects the 

users’ trade information, account security and privacy.

Basics:

         The Lightning Network is a "second layer" payment protocol that operates on top of 

a blockchain (most commonly Bitcoin). It enables instant transactions between partici-

pating nodes and has been touted as a solution to the bitcoin scalability problem. It 

features a peer-to-peer system for making micropayments of digital cryptocurrency 

through a network of bidirectional payment channels without delegating custody of 

funds and minimizing trust of third parties.

SoLightningNetwork ‒ The Lighting Network3.5

Alice transfers 0.05BTC to Dave

Step 1: 3 day lock Step 2: 2 day lock Step 3: 1 day lock

0.052 BTC

day 2.5

R R R
day 1.5 day 0.5

0.051 BTC 0.05 BTC
Alice Bob Carol Dave
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Technology:

         1) RSMC (Recoverable Sequence Maturity Contract)

         2) HTLC（Hashed Time Lock Contract）

         3) Lightning Network composed of multi-hop nodes

         4) Atomic cross-chain swaps in the future

SoX ‒ Smart Decision for Trading Channels3.6

         SoX as the abstract layer to make smart decision in trading and execution of business 

logic. At our early stage, the decision will be  made following the predefined trading 

scenario.

         The decision is intelligently made to best fit for particular payment scenario, among 

those are lightening network, symmetric side chain and exchanges.

         Features of lightening network scenario:

         1) Micropayment within the top-up limit 

         2) Payments that initiated with currencies such as BTC and ETH that support light-

ning network

         3) Currencies with high transaction cost within the main chain

         Features of symmetric side chain scenario:

         1) Turnover exceeds the top-up limit of the lightning network

         2) Or currencies with low cost of main chain transaction

         3) Or the current lightning network fails to build a payment channel for the target.

         Features of exchange scenario:

         1) Not supported by the lightening network

         2) And not supported by the side chain



SoX ‒ Smart Decision for Cross Exchanges3.7

         Packaged with solutions to work with multiple exchanges’ APIs. Key components are 

including:

         1) Currency exchange route selection

         2) Optimal currency exchange rate

         SoX works to select the best exchange route by evaluating few elements including 

the order quantity, efficiency, and rates. Hence, return with the best exchange route for 

particular transaction.

         Provide intelligent matching for cross acquirers on the following basic rules:

         1) 1:N potential acquirers according to total orders

         2) Exchange rate prioritization

         3) Cryptocurrency pledge as guarantee on the SoChain

         SoPay Technology Implementations:

         1) Standard transmission protocol with quickFAST for each order

         2) Intelligent order matching with liquiBook

         For exchange between digital and fiat currencies, we are mainly working with C2C 

parties (OTC dealers). More acquirer options are in consideration, including:

         1) C2C

         2) Global major acquirers

         3) Integrating with Zipper and Ripple so that to enable access to global financial 

institutions

         4) Exchanges

SoX ‒ Smart Decision for Cross Acquirers3.8
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SoKey ‒ Strengthen Account Security with Financial Grade 
Hardware Isolation

3.9
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         SoPay re-constructs the account security system (differentiated from existing wallet 

providers):

         Based on the DPoB consensus, we will implement and deploy Full Node witnesses 

under TEE (Trusted Execution Environment) for voting, verification and merging transac-

tions in the full chain. The Full Node can accelerate verification and reinforce security 

under TEE .

         The SoPay team has done many optimization and enhancement on the TEE stan-

dard. On top of the one-way signature widely used in banks and other financial agencies, 

we adding the SoKey hardware isolation technology to prevent data security breach, the 

user’s key will never appear in cpu and memory runtime. Just like key isolation in the 

cold wallet, signature can only be found in isolated SoKey hardware.

         TEE, as an independent environment, working parallel with OS to guarantee a safe 

runtime environment. Different from consumer facing OS, it targets at better performance 

and functions than SE (secure element), and protecting data with hardware and software 

hybrids. Thus, it is very secure many APPs. 



Trusted Apps in TEE can access to all functions in the main processor and memory, while 

hardware isolation can protect these Apps from any potential backdoor programs being 

installed in the core OS. The software and password isolation in TEE helps protect trusted 

Apps.

         TEE is often used in financial payments, DRM and other scenarios that require 

extremely safe operating environment and isolated sensitive data.

         In order to embrace the truly equality of rights and fairer incentives, SoPay is design-

ing a new approach called SoWitnessMobile, that serve the block validation even on a 

mobile phone. This approach with good wish, to encourage more SOP holders who are 

general public to have fair amount of voting weight as large corporation to determine a 

valid block. Under the DPoB model, it is possible to achieve true decentralization for all 

witness to participate without miners needed. This new consensus design for voting 

weight take into consideration of (but not limited to) phone number, IMEL, IMSI, location, 

and the witness’s incentive points (both gain and lost incentives). Plus, when using the 

mobile phone, the innovative design of MSB and Block purge make it possible to partake 

in voting and witness block validation with low energy consumption. The result will be 

verified and integrated back into the main chain when the mobile side chain has access 

to the Full Node in TEE.

         Witness weight (W) is based on the composite weight of the three values below:

SoWitness ‒ Decentralized Witness3.10
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W = a*R + b*P + c*S
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         The larger W is, the more probable it is to be selected as the transaction witness:

         1) Witness reputation value (R): malicious acts will lead to deducted pledged SOP and 

R.

         2) Voter value (P): the number of voters in the community, for equal rights and incen-

tive feedback.

         3) The number of SOPs held by the voters (S): protect the biggest SOP holders.

         Values of a, b and c in the formula above will be numerically adjusted along with the 

community growth, as an attempt for equality and freedom:

         1) Equality: Users with SoPay have the right to vote for witnesses, and can cast votes 

to potential witness simply by using the SoPay APP.

         2) Freedom: Any user who are using SoPay are allowed to join in witness competition. 

The number of SOPs and supporters determine the probability of being finally selected as 

the witness.
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         1) dApps who get verified by SoPay will receive certain amount of SOPs;

         2) Conventional Apps can easily support digital payment through integration with the 

SoAPI;

         3) Earn cryptocurrency with no need to master the blockchain underlying technolo-

gy;

         4) SOP will be consumed each time SoAPI being called and SoPay network is used.

Merchants4.3

         Install SoPay APP, top up SOP tokens and contribute to the community. That’s the 

way to vote and determine validity of a block and earn more token revenue.

         Witnesses who have location base info will have better credibility, more likely to 

settle potential disputes or quicker to verify a valid block.

Witnesses4.4



5 Roadmap
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         Jan-Jul 2018

         Dozens of game companies are confirmed to cooperate to use SoAPI, whose users 

combine to outnumber tens of millions.

         The development progress will be disclosed on Github and the official website 

(https://sopay.org) for public supervision.

         After the pilot test is completed in Japan, we’ll engage the system migration accord-

ing to the market needs accordingly and improve infrastructure step by step across the 

globe. In the case of the technical readiness especially the maturity of the EOS main chain 

and source code, it is necessary to build centralized nodes first before getting them onto 

the decentralized network later.

Cornerstone Under Construction5.1

Q1 in 2018 Q2 in 2018 Q3 in 2018 Q4 in 2018

Alpha version
Prototype design
System design
SoAPI interface
design for 
developers

Beta version
SoPay APP
ICO distribution
facility
SOP incentives
Developer integration
test
Introduce core
application
development partners

V1.0
Release Star Apps
App container
Introduce hundreds
of developers
Introduce tens of
thousands of members
Daily trading volume
of $10,000 or more

V2.0
Currency/asset
transaction
10,000 developers
Introduce millions
of members
Introduce daily
trading volume of $1
million or more
Dogfood mobile
phone witnesses
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         Jun-Dec 2018

         Based on the established infrastructure, the SoPay team will set its focus on market 

operation to improve SoPay marketability and scenarios for better user experience.

         After its launch, the platform will activate tens of millions of users mainly from the 

game publisher partners, they will join the platform and spending SOP tokens with fun.

         In the meantime, the SoPay operation team will keep exploring more content part-

ners and retail networks for O2O cooperation.

Gaining Tractions5.2

         By 2019

         SoPay will kick off the era of E-business with cryptocurrency after online games and 

offline retail networks are perfectly hooked up. Thousands of E-businesses and skus will 

be listing on SoPay for our users can spend cryptocurrency (by then they should have 

some).

To Infinity and Beyond5.3



6 Laws & Regulations
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         The SoPay Team is committed to “decentralized organizations work far better than 

centrally-controlled entity”. SoPay per se was born as part of the decentralized communi-

ty.

         To this end, SoPay had established the SoPay Foundation in Singapore with the 

approval of ACRA in accordance with the Singapore Companies Act. It is committed to 

running the SoPay network in an open, fair, transparent and non-profit way, and giving 

support to the SoPay developer team. The Foundation is operated by the board of trust-

ees or management composed of qualified trustees, independent of any government. 

Singapore provides a favorable environment legally and financially. As the Non-Profit-En-

tity lawfully founded in Singapore, in accordance with local laws, the Foundation sup-

ports or participates in activities for public or private interests, instead of seeking any 

business profit. Its “profit”, or regarded as abundance balance, will be kept as fund for 

market education related activities rather than profit sharing among key stakeholders.

         SoPay is planning to initiate root service and set up the law-related content review 

board in every necessary country to ensure that the contents are legally and culturally 

correct locally. With legal compliance, the organization culture will be defined by the 

ethnic culture review board when taking featured culture into account provided by the 

traffic center.

Operation Entity6.1
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7 Who Are We?

Investment Institutions7.1

No.1 instrument of cryptocurrency payment

“Cryptocurrency pays all.” Cryptocurrency is expected to realize real value 
through application, and to put into efficient and more practical use, eventu-
ally gets connected with the real world.

Integrity builds the digital and real world both. Technology is by the people 
and for the people, and integrity is its foundation. The blockchain applica-
tion in the financial world cannot survive without security in ethics, institu-
tion and technology.

Mission

Vision

Values

GeekBeans Capital

Transference Fund

XBTing

EAGLES FUND

Epoch Capital

CODERICH CAPITAL

GENESIS

CollinStar

BYZANTIUM

ANSH CAPITAL

ICON FUND HE·YUE·ZI·BEN

CAPITAL

Brink Asset

CHAINPE

WANDARIN

Evolution Capital

Hayek Capital

Double Chain Capital

LD CAPITAL

Offshore Capital

JINZE CAPITAL

K.capital

OneBit Capital
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Kyle Lee
founder, Parsons Strategic Design and Management EDP, graduated from Peking University, Guanghua MBA (USC 
Marshall in this period). With 15 years in large communication and information security in Huawei, and five years in BI 
and AI data intelligent analysis, he has since 2015 deeply involved in blockchain and industrial chain, xpert at 
BitShares, EOS implements, technical routes and optimization solutions. As an EOS value investor, he has so far been 
holding EOS at an average price of less than 5 RMB.

TK
Chief Architect, graduated from Xi’an Jiaotong University, with master degree of Computer Science. He served in 
Midea and CATR before. He won the prize of the National Computer Contest during high school. With 15 years R&D 
management experience in IT field and 10 years on security technology operation. He has been devoted in 
blockchain technology, intelligent contract, public chain and cross chain since 2013. And become security expert of 
exchange.

Chen Xiaotian
COO, takes charge of gameplay operation and App store distribution based on his experience in developing games 
for tens of hundreds of users, exploring distribution channels with tens of millions of users and running gaming 
communities. He served as Director of the smart phone development and operation center of Gome, Project Director 
of Nokia Experience Innovation Center, Senior Technical Manager of Nokia Developer Experience, Senior Software 
Engineer of Tencent and founder of mobile Internet startups. He has spent over ten years on gaming community, 
community development and eco-operation. As Director of Nokia Experience Innovation Center, he succeeded in 
recruiting and incubating over 1,000 mobile Internet start-ups.

K.M
Have 15 years expertise in Sales & Marketing Go-To-Market integration. He served Lenovo, Nokia, & Huawei Device 
business in different countries including Russia, China, and Europe with proven track record in consumer electronics 
market launching. He is also a cross-culturally competent leader that is sharp in goal setting and always inspire the 
team to achieve more.

Minne Yang
Is a product management expertise who have more than 10 years experience for internet product management. She 
served Tencent, Sina Weibo, and Qunar to launch many of their hero products. She had drive to deployed products 
for social media, supply chain management, and internet finance. Minne is also very enthusiasm about user 
experience design and always strike to archived excellent in product usability.

Li Bin
core member of mobile development, expert at IOS/Android app & underlying technology, Ethereum and EOS.
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Angel Investors and Consultants7.3

Steve Lau
entrepreneur and angel investor. Born in Chaoshan, he moved to Hong Kong after graduating from 
the School of Business Administration of Chinese University of Hong Kong (now serving as a 
manager of New Asia College). He held the Master’s Degree in IT (Hons) from the National University 
of Ireland, and diploma in VC from Harvard Business School. Mr. Lau left Hutchison Whampoa in 
1993 and started China Fortune Holdings Limited and became the first general agency of Nokia 
China. China Fortune went listed in Hong Kong in 2000 (0110.HK) and ranked the sixth among the 
top 100 technologies in China in 2003. In 2011, Mr. Lau turned to angel investment and started 
Eagles Fund, which, as of 2016, had invested over 100 IT startups. In 2014, he became a partner of 
DFJ Dragon Fund, and started VC and New OTC fund in Beijing.

Yi Lihua
entrepreneur and angel investor in Blockchain field. Co-founder for Youling VC and INBlockchain. 
Lead investor into more than 30 Blockchain projects that covered quantum fund, blockchain parent 
fund, source-code auditing, and exchange. He is famous for his 100x return of investment track 
records. 

Fang Xuchu
founder of Yibite and chainpe.com, is a legend in the bitcoin community, well-known “evangelist” 
and investor.

Tsubasa
angel investor celebrity, young but excellent entrepreneur, “King of Showhand” among the bitcoin 
community. Enthusiasm in blockchain, he has created a legend to earn 15M USD after investing 15k 
USD three years ago. He believes that “vision, mindset and ambition are the cornerstone of 
technology”.
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Shen Dahai
Dean of Blockchain Entrepreneurship College in China Software Association Academy, founder of 
BDfund capital, author of the book “Unveiling Bitcoins”, director of the WBO education and learning 
center. Mr. Shen is one of the worldwide pioneer and early adopter of blockchain technology. He 
served as the China CTO for blockchain wallet provider, Wriex, Technology Evangelist for Intel China, 
Microsoft MSCE, CVP at Cocos, and a renowned IT lecturer. He also provide e-learning lessons on 
mobile internet to Google, Sony, Huawei, and many other tech firms across China.

Zeng Liang
Internet angel investor and entrepreneur, Co-founder and managing partner for Double Chain 
Capital. Previously held various key positions in Kingdee, Baidu, and Microsoft. Graduated from 
Tsing Hua University major in Dynamic Engineering and MBA in Georgia Institute of Technology. 

Fu XueFei
Founder of Shanghai Blockchain Alliance, Shanghai Blockchain Incubator, seasoned enterprenuer 
and investor with over 15 years of proven track records in domain name investment. A very 
successful investor in blockchain projects.
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In April 2018, SOP, ERC20

Total issuance: 4.5 billion SOP, 

top-up 5% every year

Private offering: 18% (0.81 billion SOP)

Coins Distribution8.1

Token Allocation Fund Usage

25%
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Foundation
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Policy risks

         Regulatory policies are yet to be clear concerning blockchain and ico financing, 

which will probably cause losses for participants. Regarding risks on the market, if the 

digital asset market is overvalued as whole, investment will face even more risks that 

perhaps participants are over expected on the project achievement.

Regulatory Risks

         Digital asset transaction, including SoPay, faces extremely high uncertainties. This 

field is so far yet to be well regulated, so E-tokens take risks in fluctuating and being 

manipulated by dealers. Individual participants, if inexperienced, may be hard to fend off 

shock on assets and release mental pressure due to market volatility. Although scholars 

and official media often give advice on prudent participation, handicapped by lacking 

regulatory measures and regulations, the risk is so far hard to hedge. It is undeniable that, 

in the foreseeable future, there will be rules to regulate the blockchain and E-tokens. If 

regulators have a hand in this field, it will perhaps have bearing on tokens bought during 

the swap period, including (but not limited to) fluctuation or constraints on price and 

convenience to sell.

Team Risks

         Too many blockchain teams and projects join in the severe market competition, 

bringing heave pressure on project operation. The SoPay team, in order to stand out and 

be widely accepted, shall sharpen its own competence, make better planning, and rid off 

impact by competitors or even the oligopolistic. Malignant competition is inevita-

ble.Thanks to the founder’s relationship circle, a strong and energetic team is built com-

posed of sophisticated specialists and technicians in the blockchain field.  



A stable and cooperative team is critical to the overall development of SoPay. In the 

future, SoPay will probably be adversely affected by key member’s quit or team conflict.

Project Management Risks

         The SoPay founding team will do its best to achieve goals mentioned in this White 

Paper as an effort to extend its headroom. At present, the team has accumulated great 

business experiences. But given unpredictable elements in this sector, the existing busi-

ness mode and mindset of coordination don’t meet the market demands perfectly, thus 

hard to gain considerable profits. In the meantime, the White Paper will be improved 

along with updates in project details. If the updates fail to be acquired by participants, or 

the public are blind to the latest information about SoPay, participants or the public’s 

lack of information will impede the progress in the project.

Technical Risks

         First, SoPay is built on the basis of cryptographic algorithms. The rapid development 

in cryptography will inevitably bring potential risks in being cracked. Next, blockchain, 

distributed ledger, decentralization and tamper-resistant support the core business devel-

opment. The SoPay team cannot fully guarantee putting any of these technologies into 

practice. Third, underlying bugs will be fixed by way of releasing packs to update SoPay, 

but the defects caused by bugs cannot be predicted.

Security Risks

         In this regard, as the payment transaction goes up with mass adoption, this requires 

a high level of security of SoPay. E-tokens are anonymous and hard to trace so that they 

are easy to be manipulated by criminals or hacked or probably involved in illegal asset 

transfer. Presently, other underlying risks include: With advances in blockchain and the 

overall industry, SoPay will be confronted with unpredictable risks. Before joining in, 

please get full knowledge of the team background and the overall framework 

and mindset of the project so as to rationalize visions on token swap. 31
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         The document is provided for informational purpose only for reference, and doesn't 

constitute any advice, instigation or invitation on investment in stocks or securities of 

related companies. Such invitations shall be made through confidential memorandum 

and abide by laws of securities etc. Contents of this document shall not be interpreted as 

forcible join in swap. Any action related to the White Paper shall not be regarded as part of 

swap, including obtaining its copy or sharing it with others. Participants in swaps shall 

meet age requirement and have full capacity of civil conducts to ensure validity of con-

tracts signed with SoPay. All participants shall sign the contract voluntarily after having a 

clear understanding of SoPay. The SoPay team shall make reasonable attempts to ensure 

information in the White Paper is true and correct. In development, SoPay might be 

updated, including (but not limited to) the platform mechanism, token and mechanism 

concerned, and token distribution. Part of this document might be adjusted along with 

progress made in this project into a new version, which will go public on the website as a 

post or a latest version of White Paper. Please download it and adjust decision-making in 

accordance with the updates. SoPay expressly disclaims any liability of participants’ loss 

due to (i) their reliance on this document’s contents, (ii) inaccuracies in information 

herein, and (iii) any actions caused by this document. The team will work hard to achieve 

goals mentioned herein, which will not be a promise, though, due to force majeure.

         SoPay acts as a valuable instrument to produce performance, rather than a kind of 

investment. Holding SOP tokens doesn't mean any ownership or right to control or make 

decisions regarding the SoPay platform. As a digitally encrypted currency, SOP doesn't 

fall into any of the following categories: (a) currency of any kind; (b) securities; (c) equity 

of legal entities; (d) stocks, bonds, notes, warrants, certificates or other grants of any 

rights. 

Disclaimer Notices9.1
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Appreciation of SoPay tokens depends on the market discipline and requirements after 

the App is put in practice. It might bear no value, and the team makes no promise on 

appreciation, and is not responsible for any consequence from value fluctuation. Fully 

permitted by applicable laws, the team assumes no responsibility for swap-related dam-

ages or losses, including (but not limited to) direct or indirect individual loss, business 

loss, loss of business information or other kinds of economic losses. The SoPay platform 

shall conform to any regulatory rules and self-regulation declarations favorable for the 

healthy development of the industry. Any participation means complete acceptance and 

accordance with inspections of this kind. In the meanwhile, all information disclosed for 

inspection must be complete and accurate. SoPay has clarified underlying risks to partici-

pants. Participation represents clear understanding and acceptance of articles in detail 

and potential risks brought by the platform. Persons concerned shall take sole responsi-

bility for their deeds.
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